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ERD seeks project proposals to get fund from WB

The Economic Relations Division (ERD) has requested the health ministry to immediately send project proposals to

get fund launched by the World Bank to prevent coronavirus (COVID-19). On March 03, the World Bank

announced an immediate support of up to US$12 billion to help countries coping with the health and economic

impacts of the coronavirus which was declared as a pandemic four days back. A day after the World Bank's fund

declaration, officials said, the ERD in a letter to the health ministry said low income group countries will be able to

take grant and concessional loans while middle income countries will get IBRD (International Bank of

Reconstruction and Development) loans from the fund. "Bangladesh being a lower middle-income country and

being under threat of coronavirus spread can get International Development Association (IDA)'s soft loans and also

loans from International Finance Corporation (IFC)," said the letter signed by ERD additional secretary

Shahabuddin Patwary. 
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/erd-seeks-project-proposals-to-get-fund-from-wb-1584293884

ADB provides $400m for int’l road corridor in Bangladesh

The government yesterday signed €360 million ($400 million) loan agreement with the Asian Development Bank

(ADB) to help upgrade the Dhaka - Northwest international trade corridor in Bangladesh. Fatima Yasmin,

Secretary, Economic Relations Division (ERD), and Manmohan Parkash, Country Director, ADB, signed the loan

agreement on behalf of respective sides at a ceremony in Dhaka. The assistance forms the second tranche of $1.2

billion multitranche ADB loans for the Second South Asia Subregional Economic Cooperation (SASEC) Dhaka -

Northwest Corridor Road Project. “This project is part of a priority international transport corridor that connects

Bangladesh with Bhutan, India, and Nepal,” said Country Director Manmohan Parkash. “The project will further

strengthen regional connectivity, and boost trade along the second busiest road artery in the country”. “When

completed, it will reduce transport costs, travel time, vehicle emission, congestion and accidents,” Parkash added.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/241153
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Merchant bankers yet to get funds for stock market investment

Merchant bankers did not get a single penny in more than a month since the central bank announced to help

banks form up to Tk200 crore funds each for investing in the stock market. The Bangladesh Bank has relaxed

capital market investment rules for banks so that they can increase investment, but still many banks look least

interested in it, said Md Sayadur Rahman, president of Bangladesh Merchant Bankers Association. "We have

requested the governor to push the banks for arranging funds immediately for investments in the market,"

Sayadur told reporters after a meeting with Bangladesh Bank Governor Fazle Kabir at his office on Sunday.

According to a Bangladesh Bank official, only 11 banks have so far have arranged funds. "We have sought the

central bank's strong monitoring so that all banks take the opportunity," said Sayadur.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/102311/rmg-goods-pile-up-at-factories-as-buyers-ask-for-shipment-delay

Undelivered ready garments are piling up in the country’s readymade garment factories as a good number of

buyers from European countries have asked their suppliers to delay the shipment of their products two to four

weeks due to the global coronavirus outbreak. Bangladesh’s exporters said that they were facing troubles with the

undelivered products as the number of requests from buyers to hold shipment was increasing. They said that they

might incur a huge amount of losses for putting the shipment on hold and might face a shortage of working capital

in the sector as the payment from buyers would be deferred until receiving the products. One of the exporters

said that Zara, a Spanish apparel retailer, had put all its shipment on hold while Decathlon, a French retailer, had

deferred its shipment partially. ‘Buyers have asked us not to ship ready garments and hold the delivery of uncut

fabrics until further instructions.
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বিশেষ তহবিল গঠশে ধীরগবত ি্যাংশের

দেশের প ুঁজিবািার চাঙ্গা করশে প্রায় ১২ হািার দকাটি টাকার জবশেষ েহজবল গঠশের েীজেমালা জেশয়শে দকন্দ্রীয় ব্াাংক। যজেও প্রজ্ঞাপে িাজরর এক মাস দপজরশয়

দগশলও েহজবল গঠশে এজগশয় আসশে ো ব্াাংকগুশলা। ৬০টি েফজসজল ব্াাংশকর মশয্ এখে পযযন্ত জেিস্ব অশথয েহজবল গঠে কশরশে রাষ্ট্রায়ত্ত দুটি ব্াাংক। এর বাইশর

একটি দবসরকাজর ব্াাংক জবজেশয়াশগর িে্ ৫০ দকাটি টাকা দকন্দ্রীয় ব্াাংক দথশক ঋণ জেশয়শে। এোড়া এখে ১২টি ব্াাংক েহজবল গঠশের িে্ দকন্দ্রীয় ব্াাংশক আশবেে

কশরশে বশল গেকাল বাাংলাশেে মাশচয ন্ট ব্াাংকাসয অ্াশসাজসশয়েশের (জবএমজবএ) দেোশের িাজেশয়শেে গভেযর ফিশল কজবর। প ুঁজিবািাশরর িে্ ব্াাংকগুশলার জবশেষ

েহজবল গঠশের দেশে দকন্দ্রীয় ব্াাংশকর িারীকৃে এ-সাংক্রান্ত েীজেমালার েেয শক বাযা মশে করশেে ব্াাংকাররা। োরা বলশেে, দকন্দ্রীয় ব্াাংশকর দেয়া েীজেমালায়

জবশেষ দকাশো প্রশণােো দেই। েীজেমালায় বলা হশয়শে, ব্াাংকগুশলা দেিাজর জবল বা বন্ড িমা দরশখ দকন্দ্রীয় ব্াাংক দথশক দরশপাশে প্রশয়ািেীয় েহজবল সাংগ্রহ

করশে পারশব। যজেও ব্াাংকগুশলা দযশকাশো সময়ই দেিাজর জবল বা বন্ড িমা দরশখ দকন্দ্রীয় ব্াাংক দথশক দরশপাশে টাকা যার করশে পাশর। এশেশে জবশেষ দকাশো

োড় দেখশেে ো ব্াাংকাররা।

https://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/223799/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B7-

%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B2-%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%A0%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87-

%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF-

https://tbsnews.net/economy/banking/merchant-bankers-yet-get-funds-stock-market-investment-56791

RMG goods pile up at factories as buyers ask for shipment delay
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https://tbsnews.net/economy/industry/oldest-glass-maker-usmania-reeling-under-losses-56635

BD Paints is seeking Tk 20cr to scale up production. But the basis for the optimism is suspect

BD Paints, a relatively new entrant to the Bangladesh's paint landscape, plans to raise Tk 20 crore from the capital

market in order to ramp up its production capacity -- even though about 60 per cent of its existing capacity

remains unutilised. The disclosure, which was pulled from the company's initial public offering prospectus

submitted to the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission in March 20 last year, raises questions about

the necessity of the funds -- and the paint manufacturer's debut on the bourse. In its IPO prospectus, which is

available on the website of BD Paints, the decorative and industrial paint manufacturer said the industry is growing

at 20 per cent, so the company will be able to make the most of the expanded production capacity. Berger Paints,

the market leader, though is not as buoyant as BD Paints: the Indian paint manufacturer in its annual report for the 

2018-19 financial year said the sector grew at only 2 per cent.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bd-paints-seeking-tk-20cr-scale-production-the-basis-the-optimism-suspect-

1881445

The current rout of the Dhaka bourse has a silver lining: many well-performing companies are becoming bargains.

Swiss wealth management firm Pictet spotted this opening, which is why one of the funds it manages is set to grab

5.25 lakh shares, or 0.29 per cent, of heavyweight British American Tobacco Bangladesh (BATBC) at the prevailing

market price. Yesterday, the only listed tobacco company's share traded at Tk 910.20, so the purchase will set back

PICTET LUX A/C THS KFFC (THS Kingsway Fund) by about Tk 47 crore. The shares will be bought through the block

market from institutional investors. When any shareholder sells or buys shares, they don't negotiate with the

management, said Md Azizur Rahman, company secretary of BATBC. "So, we can't say much about the purchase at

this moment. Once the transaction is completed do we learn of the parties." Since the fund already holds a

significant amount of shares of BATBC, it had to make an announcement before it made the purchase, Rahman

added.

Oldest glass maker Usmania reeling under losses

Despite the rising demand for glass in the country, the first glass manufacturing company in the country, Usmania

Glass, has been running at a loss since 2014. At one time the Usmania Glass Sheet factory, established in

Chattogram's Kalurghat area in 1959, used to be one of the main glass suppliers in the country. It used to be a

profitable organisation and give bonus shares and dividends to its shareholders every year. But it stopped giving

cash dividends from the 2014-2015 fiscal year and bonus shares from 2018-2019 due to losses. Over the last five

years, it had incurred losses of around Tk30 crore. Meanwhile, one of the two units of the company one was

closed down in 2018. The company has already encashed fixed deposits (FDR) worth Tk4.78 crore to cover losses,

and is left with Tk7.90 crore in FDRs. The company needs new investment and modern technology for revival,

otherwise it may shut down in the near future and its 300 employees will lose their jobs.
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Swiss institutional investor raises its stakes in BATBC

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/swiss-institutional-investor-raises-its-stakes-batbc-1881442
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Aramco to cut capital spending over coronavirus; 2019 profits plunge

Saudi Aramco on Sunday said it plans to cut capital spending in the wake of the coronavirus outbreak, and also

posted a plunge in profit for last year, missing forecasts in its first earnings announcement as a listed company.

Saudi Arabia's decision last year to float shares in its state oil company - the most profitable company in the world -

was one of the central elements in Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman's program for economic and political

reform. The record-setting IPO was touted as making the world's biggest energy exporter more professional and

transparent. The 21 per cent decline in net profit for last year means it fell short of analysts' forecasts for the

period that culminated in the share sale, months before the coronavirus pandemic became a factor for oil prices.

In recent weeks, Riyadh has announced that it is ramping up production in an oil price war with Russia that has

sent global prices plunging and contributed to the coronavirus rout on international financial markets.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/aramco-cut-capital-spending-over-coronavirus-2019-profits-plunge-1881427
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Apple closing all stores outside China until March 27 due to virus

Apple is closing all of its stores outside China until March 27 in a bid to slow the spread of the coronavirus

outbreak, CEO Tim Cook said. Cook said the firm had learned from steps taken in China, where the tech giant has

just reopened its retail stores. "One of those lessons is that the most effective way to minimize risk of the virus's

transmission is to reduce density and maximize social distance," he said in a statement late Friday. "As rates of

new infections continue to grow in other places, we're taking additional steps to protect our team members and

customers." Apple's online store would remain open but office staff outside China would be working remotely if

possible, Cook added. The California-based firm has about 500 stores in 24 countries around the world.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/apple-closing-all-stores-outside-china-until-march-27-due-virus-1881430
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 85.0 85.0

EUR 93.7 93.7

GBP 108.8 108.9

AUD 55.3 55.3

JPY 0.79 0.79

CAD 63.4 63.4

SEK 8.83 8.87

SGD 60.9 61.0

CNH 12.2 12.2

INR 1.18 1.18

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

12-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,593

11-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,194

10-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,138

9-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,510

8-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,652

5-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,773

4-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.1 1,734

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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